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ABSTRACT
Human trajectories, reflecting people’s travel patterns and the range
of activities, are crucial for the applications like urban planning
and epidemic control. However, the real-world human trajectory
data tends to be limited by user privacy or device acquisition issues,
leading to its insufficient quality to support the above applications.
Hence, generating human trajectory data is a crucial but challeng-
ing task, which suffers from the following two critical challenges: 1)
how to capture the user distribution in human trajectories (group
view), and 2) how to model the complex mobility patterns of each
user trajectory (individual view). In this paper, we propose a novel
human trajectories generator (named VOLUNTEER), consisting
of a user VAE and a trajectory VAE, to address the above chal-
lenges. Specifically, in the user VAE, we propose to learn the user
distribution with all human trajectories from a group view. In the
trajectory VAE, from the individual view, we model the complex
mobility patterns by decoupling travel time and dwell time to accu-
rately simulate individual trajectories. Extensive experiments on
two real-world datasets show the superiority of our model over
the state-of-the-art baselines. Further application analysis in the
industrial system also demonstrates the effectiveness of our model.

∗Huandong Wang is the corresponding author (wanghuandong@tsinghua.edu.cn).
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1 INTRODUCTION
Human trajectory data reveals humanmobility patterns and has var-
ious downstream applications, such as urban planning [40], migra-
tion flow prediction [19], epidemic control [5], and environmental
protection [14], which are highly dependent on users’ high-quality
trajectories. Specifically, for Internet service providers (ISP), based
on the human trajectory data, the dynamics of the spatial distri-
bution of mobile users can be predicted to enable numerous qual-
ity of service (QoS) optimization techniques, including bandwidth
reservation [30] and content caching [42]. For the location-based
services, human trajectories can also help to provide customized
services by enabling intelligent spatiotemporal-aware recommen-
dation [22–24, 26], friend recommendation [32], etc.

However, due to data privacy issues and collection expenses, we
are unable to get enough high-quality human trajectory data in
practice to support the aforementioned applications. Notably, the
trajectory data provides fine-grained user activity traces, contain-
ing a lot of sensitive information such as users’ home addresses,
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(a) Heat map of distribution.
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Figure 1: Illustration of the complex distribution (a) and
travel patterns (b) of human trajectories in MME dataset.

working places, and social connections. To protect user privacy
and comply with the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR),
the data provider typically adds perturbations to the trajectories
to disguise users’ precise spatiotemporal positions, which will se-
riously degrade the quality of the data and make it less useful for
the downstream applications [2, 3, 10]. Fortunately, the emerging
artificial intelligence (AI)-based simulation methods have given
us a promising solution to this issue. These methods have demon-
strated great success in a variety of applications, including weather
prediction [33], fluid dynamics simulation [34], and driving behav-
ior simulation [37]. In this situation, researchers seek to generate
synthetic trajectories by simulating human mobility that retains
useful information to support downstream applications, which si-
multaneously ensures the user privacy [11, 20, 36].

Despite the above methods [6, 15, 33, 34, 37] attempted to gener-
ate trajectory data in specific tasks, synthesizing practical human
trajectories is still an open problem with the following unsolved
critical challenges:

• User distribution in human trajectories is critical but hard
to capture (group view). Different users tend to have totally
different ranges of activities (e.g. home or workplace), which
means their trajectories are typically quite different. For example,
colleagues in the same company have totally different trajectories
because of their unique home locations. Hence, how to capture
the user distribution characteristics in the group view and gener-
ate the trajectory data matching the user distribution is a critical
but challenging task. However, existing studies [6, 15] tend to
focus on modeling at the trajectory level and totally neglect the
user distribution characteristics in the group view.

• Mobility patterns in each user trajectory are complex (indi-
vidual view).As Figure 1(b) shows, there are multiple speed (line
slope) types in the real-world datasets, which means the travel
patterns (e.g. driving, biking, and walking) in each user trajec-
tory are varied and complex. Hence, how to capture the mobility
patterns and perform trajectory generation with multiple travel
patterns is challenging. Hence, in the individual view, generating
the trajectory data with multiple travel patterns for a specific
user is critical but challenging. However, existing works [17]
only perform trajectory generation with a single travel mode.

To address the above challenges, we propose a VAE-based trajec-
tory generation model named VOLUNTEER (VariatiOnaL hUmaN
Trajectories gEnERator), which performs practical synthetic hu-
man trajectories generation based on variational point processes.

Specifically, VOLUNTEER proposes a two-layer VAE structure, con-
sisting of a user VAE and a trajectory VAE. In the user VAE, we
first capture user-level features with a transformer (based on all
human trajectories) to learn the user distribution. Then, we can
obtain user attributes (such as residence and workplace) for differ-
ent users to obtain better trajectory generation. In this way, we
solve the challenge of how to model the user distribution from
the group view. In the trajectory VAE, we generate the trajectory
data for specific users with complex mobility patterns from the
individual view. The trajectory generation is essential to generate a
sequence of spatio-temporal points (location and time). Hence, we
need to learn the location distribution (for location generation) and
time distribution (for time interval generation) in the trajectory
VAE. For the location distribution, we combine the user attribute
sampled from user VAE and the trajectory feature obtained from
trajectory data to learn the distribution parameters. For the time
distribution, we proposed to decouple time intervals into dwell time
and travel time. The dwell time is generated using a probability
distribution with explicit physical meaning, and the parameters
of the probability distribution are fitted by a neural network. As
for the travel time, we implicitly model the travel modes (e.g driv-
ing or walking) with different distributions and sample the travel
time according to the travel mode-related distributions. In this way,
we generate the trajectory data with complex mobility patterns
and solve challenge two. Finally, our model tightly combines the
classical temporal point process with deep neural networks based
on a new variational inference framework, leveraging the strong
interpretability of the classical temporal point process model to
play the role of connecting uninterpretable neurons in neural net-
works with real-world human trajectories. Such a framework can
serve to model trajectories of non-fixed length with a continuous
temporal distribution. Overall, the contributions of our paper can
be summarized as follows:

• We propose a two-layer VAE model, including a user-level VAE
and a trajectory-level VAE, from both group and individual views.
User VAE is concerned withmodeling user distributions, thus pro-
viding users’ information to assist trajectory VAE in completing
the trajectory generation. Such a two-layer structure, especially
the user VAE, is designed to effectively generate a large number
of users with a small number of users, as well as generate a large
number of trajectory patterns with a small number of trajectories
patterns.

• We propose a unique temporal modeling module for trajectory
generation. Our model not only utilizes the temporal point pro-
cess as a bridge between deep neural networks based on a varia-
tional inference framework and real-world mobility behavior for
the purpose of modeling non-fixed-length trajectories with con-
tinuous time distributions. It also decouples dwell time and travel
time, especially the travel time module utilizes a self-supervised
framework to implicitly model different travel modes, solving
the dilemma that the dataset is not labeled by travel mode and
accurately models the time in trajectory generation by accurately
capturing travel time and dwell time.

• Our model has been extensively evaluated on two real-world mo-
bility datasets with a mix of multiple travel modes. The results
show that our model performs well on a number of important
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trajectory statistics compared to several representative baselines.
Further application analysis in the industrial system also demon-
strates the effectiveness of our model.
This paper is structured as follows. We begin by presenting a

preliminary study and overview of our problem. Then, we propose
our synthetic human trajectories generation method based on vari-
ational point processes. Following our methodology, we present the
evaluation and validation of our method. Finally, after discussing
important related work, we conclude our paper.

2 PRELIMINARIES
2.1 Problem Definition
In this section, we first introduce the problem definition of trajec-
tory generation, as well as related background knowledge.

Mobility Trajectory. The mobility trajectory of user 𝑢 consists of
a set of spatial-temporal points 𝑆 = {𝑠1, ..., 𝑠𝑛}, where each spatial-
temporal point 𝑠𝑖 can be expressed as (𝑙𝑖 , 𝑡𝑖 ), 𝑡𝑖 is the timestamp
of 𝑖-th visit, and 𝑙𝑖 denotes the location information, either in the
form of latitude and longitude or in the form of region ID.

Mobility Trajectory Generation. Given a real-world mobility tra-
jectory dataset, generating new trajectories that can retain the key
characteristics and important utility of the original trajectory data.

2.2 Backgroud
In this section, we briefly introduce Variational Auto-Encoder and
temporal point process model.
Variational Auto-Encoder (VAE). Variational auto-encoder is
a wildly-adopted deep generative model. Specifically, VAE is com-
posed of an encoder and a decoder, which are both neural networks.
The decoder is utilized to model the generative process of the ob-
servable data 𝑥 based on the latent vector 𝑧, i.e., 𝑝𝜙 (𝑥 |𝑧), where
𝜙 is the trainable parameters of the neural network. In addition,
𝑧 follows a pre-defined prior distribution, which is normally set
to be the multi-dimensional diagonal Gaussian distribution. The
encoder is utilized to model the variational distribution to approx-
imate the posterior distribution derived based on the generative
process and observation 𝑥 , which is denoted by 𝑞𝜓 (𝑧 |𝑥) with pa-
rameter 𝜓 . Then, VAE is optimized by minimizing the similarity
between the variational distribution 𝑞𝜓 (𝑧 |𝑥) and the posterior dis-
tribution derived based on the generative process and observation
𝑥 , i.e., 𝑝 (𝑧 |𝑥) = 𝑝 (𝑥 |𝑧 )𝑝 (𝑧 )

𝑝 (𝑥 ) . By using KL divergence as the matrix
of the similarity, the optimization target can be represented by
𝐾𝐿(𝑞(𝑧 |𝑥) | | 𝑝 (𝑥 |𝑧 )𝑝 (𝑧 )

𝑝 (𝑥 ) ). Though the evidence 𝑝 (𝑥) is unknown, by
transforming the above optimization target, we can obtain:

𝐾𝐿(𝑞(𝑧 |𝑥) | | 𝑝 (𝑥 |𝑧)𝑝 (𝑧)
𝑝 (𝑥) ) = log𝑝 (𝑥) −

∫
𝑞(𝑧 |𝑥)log𝑝 (𝑥 |𝑧)𝑝 (𝑧)

𝑞(𝑧 |𝑥) 𝑑𝑧,

(1)
Thus, minimizing the KL divergence can be converted to maximiz-
ing the right item in (1), which is referred to as the evidence lower
bound (ELBO). ELBO can be further transformed into:

𝐸𝐿𝐵𝑂 = E𝑞 (𝑧 |𝑥 )𝑝 (𝑥 |𝑧) − 𝐾𝐿(𝑞(𝑧 |𝑥) | |𝑝 (𝑧)), (2)

where the first term represents the probability of generating the
original sample 𝑥 based on the latent vector obtained based on the
encoder, i.e., the reconstruction probability. The second term is the

KL divergence between the variational distribution and the prior
distribution, which can be regarded as a regularizer [38].

Compared with GAN, which trains an additional neural discrim-
inator to distinguish real and synthetic samples, VAE is able to
explicitly model the probability of the observable data and generate
samples with high stability and diversity [25]. Therefore, VAE is
often used to model time-series data [7, 8, 21].
Temporal Point Process. Temporal point processes (TPP) are a
powerful tool to model the generative process of time series, which
are defined as the stochastic process of time-tagged event sequences
in the continuous time domain. In addition, each event can also be
associated with a specific event category. Thus, we can represent
a time series generated by TPP as {𝑥𝑖 }𝑁𝑖=1, where each point 𝑥𝑖 is
composed of an event type 𝑘𝑖 and a timestamp 𝑡𝑖 . Normally, the
temporal distribution of TPP is modeled based on the intensity
function _(·) ≤ 0. Specifically, conditioned on the previous 𝑛 − 1
points, the happening time 𝑡𝑛 of the next point 𝑥𝑛 can be calculated
as follows:

𝑝 (𝑡𝑛 |𝑥1:𝑛−1) = _(𝑡𝑛 |𝑥1:𝑛−1)𝑒
−
∫ 𝑡𝑛

𝑡𝑛−1
_ (𝑡 |𝑥1:𝑛−1 )𝑑𝑡

. (3)

In addition, the event category 𝑘𝑛 for the next point 𝑥𝑛 usually
follows a categorical distribution dependent on the previous 𝑛 − 1
points and 𝑡𝑛 .

The core of VAE-based trajectory generation is modeling the
probability distributions of movement behavior. Constructing these
probability distributions using the temporal point process frame-
work enables us to effectively incorporate expert knowledge and
enhance the interpretability of the model.

3 VARIATIONAL HUMAN TRAJECTORIES
GENERATOR (VOLUNTEER)

3.1 Overview
The model’s framework is shown in Figure 2. Our model is com-
posed of two components: a user VAE and a trajectory VAE. To
address the challenge of capturing user distributions in human tra-
jectories, we design the user VAE to model the distribution of users’
residences and workplaces in order to capture user distribution
properties. To solve the problem of how to model the complex mo-
bility patterns of each user’s trajectory, we build the trajectory VAE
to generate trajectories with periodicity and regularity to match
the user distribution.

3.2 User VAE for User Distribution
To better model the user distribution and obtain specific user at-
tributes such as residence and workplace for different users, we
develop a user VAE. There are two phases to the user VAE: inference
and generation. The objective of the inference phase is to extract
the latent variable 𝑔𝑖 , which contains information on the user’s
whole trajectory sequence and personal characteristics, such as the
user’s residence and workplace. In particular, the latent variable
𝑔𝑖 is learned by designing appropriate embedding and encoding
methods 1 to extract information from the entire spatio-temporal

1The encoding details of user VAE and trajectory VAE are similar, please refer to the
encoding methods of trajectory VAE.
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Figure 2: Framework of the proposed variational trajectory synthesizing model.

trajectory data. With the latent variable 𝑔𝑖 as input, the generation
phase aims to generate the user’s residence and workplace.

3.2.1 Inference. The specific procedure of the inference process
is to learn an approximate distribution 𝑞b (𝑔𝑖 |𝑠1:𝑖 ) with parameter
b and estimate the posterior distribution of 𝑔𝑖 directly from the
observed movement records to obtain the probability distribution
of the latent variable 𝑔𝑖 containing the mobility characteristics.

Specifically, 𝑔𝑖 is modeled to follow a Gaussian distribution with
parameters `b and 𝜎b , which is fitted by a neural network. This
process is represented as follows:{

[`b ;𝜎b ] = 𝑓b (𝑠1:𝑖 ),
𝑞b (𝑔𝑖 |𝑠1:𝑖 ) = N(`b , 𝜎2b ),

(4)

where 𝑠1:𝑖 is the historical trajectory sequence of user𝑢. To enhance
the model capability, we utilize transformer [39] as the parameter
generation function 𝑓b (·) for the generation of user distribution
parameters `b and 𝜎b .

3.2.2 Generation. We use a neural network to fit the parameters
of a multinomial distribution and then generate the residence and
workplace from the multinomial distribution. Inspired by the tem-
poral point process (e.g., Poisson process, Hawkes process), we
model the probability distribution of residence 𝑟𝑖 and workplace
𝑤𝑖 as follows: {

𝑝 (𝑟𝑖 |𝑔1:𝑖 , 𝑠1:𝑖 ) = Ψ𝑟 (𝑧1:𝑖 , 𝑠1:𝑖 ),
𝑝 (𝑤𝑖 |𝑔1:𝑖 , 𝑠1:𝑖 ) = Ψ𝑤 (𝑧1:𝑖 , 𝑠1:𝑖 ).

(5)

whereΨ𝑟 (𝑔1:𝑖 , 𝑠1:𝑖 ) indicates the probability of residence, andΨ𝑤 (𝑔1:𝑖 , 𝑠1:𝑖 )
indicates the probability of workplace.

Specifically, the latent variable 𝑔𝑖 is mapped to the relevant pa-
rameters of the multinomial distribution as follows:

[Ψ𝑟 ,Ψ𝑤] = MLP_ (𝑔𝑖 ), (6)

where 𝑔𝑖 ∈ 𝑁 (0, 1) is a random variable describing the user’s mo-
bility characteristics. Finally, the user’s residence and workplace
are selected from the multinomial distribution with the parameter
Ψ𝑟 and Ψ𝑤 , respectively, which is able to model the randomness of
the data generation process.

3.3 Trajectory VAE for Mobility Patterns
In order to capture the complex mobility patterns of each user
trajectory and generate trajectories that match the actual mobility
law, we propose the trajectory VAE. The trajectory VAE is divided
into two phases: inference and generation. The purpose of the
inference phase of trajectory VAE is to mine the user’s decision
propensity from his historical trajectory, which means his intention
to choose which location to go to in which time period. Specifically,
we can input historical trajectories, embed mobility records in
spatial and temporal dimensions, and learn the latent variable 𝑧𝑖
by extracting various information from the spatial and temporal
mobility records through the encoder. The key information between
inference and generation is encoded in the latent variable 𝑧𝑖 , which
represents the user’s decision propensity. The generating step of
the trajectory VAE is intended to generate new trajectories. One
of the decoder’s inputs is the latent variable 𝑧𝑖 , which characterize
mobility features of users and replicate the randomness of human
mobility. In connection with the user’s embedding and the encoding
of previous mobility trajectories, the latent variable 𝑧𝑖 models the
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evolution of the mobility, which is then mapped into parameters
characterizing the probability distribution of subsequent mobility
behaviors to build new trajectories.

3.3.1 Inference. Unlike traditional neural networks, our proposed
temporal point process based model generates data through proba-
bility distributions, which are inherently non-derivable and there-
fore cannot be trained directly to obtain model parameters using
the backpropagation algorithm. To solve this problem, we use the
variational inference method to optimize the model. Based on the
variational inference technique, we use an additional neural net-
work to estimate the inverse process from the generative network,
i.e., to invert the latent features from the generative results, which
we call the approximate distribution. The approximate distribution
is used to derive a measure of good or bad generative results by com-
bining Bayesian formulas, and ultimately to train the parameters of
the entire variational temporal point process model. Specifically, we
estimate the user’s current latent variable 𝑧𝑖 based on the historical
mobility trajectory 𝑠1:𝑖 , of which the corresponding neural network
is denoted as 𝑞𝜙 (𝑧𝑖 |𝑠1:𝑖 ).

First, the dwell time 𝜏𝑖 , the visited location 𝑙𝑖 , and the user em-
bedding 𝑢𝑒 obtained based on User VAE are used as features of the
model. Then, the visited location 𝑙𝑖 is embedded into representative
vector 𝑙𝑒

𝑖
based on the embedding module. Next, we make some

improvements to the classical positional encoding technique and
propose a Fourier-based positional encoding mechanism with the
goal of being able to capture the fine-grained periodic behavior of
human mobility. The Fourier-based positional encoding mechanism
is described as follows:{

PE2𝑖 (𝑡) = sin(2𝜋𝑖𝑡/𝛿),
PE2𝑖+1 (𝑡) = cos(2𝜋𝑖𝑡/𝛿),

(7)

where PE𝑖 (𝑡) represents the 𝑖-th element of the positional encod-
ing of the absolute time or time difference 𝑡 . 𝛿 is the fundamental
frequency, which can be set to any desired periodic time to encode,
either a day, a week or a month. In this way, the same times of
different periods are encoded as similar vectors, reflecting the mo-
bility periodicity. Based on the Fourier-based positional encoding
mechanism, we encode the dwell time 𝜏𝑖 as 𝜏𝑒𝑚𝑏

𝑖
.

Then, the latent variable of user VAE 𝑔𝑖 , the embedding of the
output residence of user VAE 𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑏

𝑖
, and the embedding of the output

workplace of user VAE𝑤𝑒𝑚𝑏
𝑖

are concatenated to obtain the user
embedding 𝑢𝑒𝑚𝑏 .

𝑢𝑒𝑚𝑏 = [𝑔𝑖 ; 𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑏
𝑖 ;𝑤𝑒𝑚𝑏

𝑖 ] . (8)

Finally, the encoding of dwell time 𝜏𝑒𝑚𝑏
𝑖

, the embedding of loca-
tion information 𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑏

𝑖
, and the embedding of user characteristics

𝑢𝑒𝑚𝑏 are concatenated to obtain the embedding of mobility record
𝑠𝑖 denoted by 𝑠𝑒𝑚𝑏

𝑖
, which is then fed into an LSTM as follows:{
𝑠𝑒𝑚𝑏
𝑖

= [𝜏𝑒𝑚𝑏
𝑖

; 𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑏
𝑖

;𝑢𝑒𝑚𝑏 ],
ℎ𝑖 = LSTM𝜙 (ℎ𝑖−1, 𝑠𝑒𝑚𝑏

𝑖
) .

(9)

Based on the output of this LSTM network, the final distribution
of 𝑧𝑖 is modeled as a Gaussian distribution of functions whose

parameters are ℎ𝑖 . This process is represented as follows:{
[`𝜙 ;𝜎𝜙 ] = MLP𝜙 (ℎ𝑖 ),
𝑞𝜙 (𝑧𝑖 |𝑟1:𝑖 ) = N(`𝜙 , 𝜎2𝜙 ).

(10)

3.3.2 Generation. The generation process is simply to generate
the next mobility record 𝑠𝑖 based on the historical mobility record
𝑠1:𝑖−1 and the historical latent variable 𝑧1:𝑖 . Specifically, we utilize
neural networks to model the intensity function of user movement
and fit the user selection of the different locations.

The next mobility record is mainly composed of visit location 𝑙𝑖 ,
dwell time 𝜏𝑖 , and travel time𝑇𝑖 , and the detailed design of modeling
the three parts are described below.

Dwell Time. Briefly, we mainly use the neural network LSTM to
fit the parameters of the exponential distribution and then generate
the dwell time from the exponential distribution. Drawing on the
Poisson process, we model the probability distribution of the dwell
time 𝜏𝑖 as follows:

𝑝 (𝜏𝑖 |𝑧1:𝑖 , 𝑠1:𝑖−1) = _(𝑧1:𝑖 , 𝑠1:𝑖−1) · 𝑒−_ (𝑧1:𝑖 ,𝑠1:𝑖−1 )𝜏𝑖 , (11)

where _(𝑧1:𝑖 , 𝑠1:𝑖−1) denotes the intensity of the next movement
and the probability distribution of 𝜏𝑖 is modeled by an exponential
distribution.

Further, we use an LSTM network to model the correlation be-
tween the latent variable 𝑧 and the embedding of historical mobility
records, and the process is represented as follows:{

𝑠𝑒𝑚𝑏
𝑖−1 = [𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑏

𝑖−1 ; 𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑏
𝑖−1 ;𝑢𝑒𝑚𝑏 ],

ℎ𝑖 = LSTM\ (ℎ𝑖−1, 𝑧𝑖 , 𝑠𝑒𝑚𝑏
𝑖−1 ),

(12)

where ℎ𝑖 is the hidden state variable of the LSTM and 𝑧𝑖 ∈ N (0, 1)
is a random variable describing the user’s mobility state charac-
teristics, which models the randomness of the data generation
process. 𝑠𝑒𝑚𝑏

𝑖−1 is composed of the embedding of location 𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑏
𝑖−1 , dwell

time 𝜏𝑒𝑚𝑏
𝑖−1 , and user characteristics 𝑢𝑒𝑚𝑏 , where 𝑢𝑒𝑚𝑏 denotes the

attribute characteristics of the user that do not change with move-
ment.

Further, the hidden states are mapped by a multi-layer percep-
tron (MLP) to the relevant parameters of the intensity function,
expressed as follows:

[ = MLP\ (ℎ𝑖 ), (13)

where [ is the value of the intensity function. Thus, we have:

_(𝑧1:𝑖 , 𝑠1:𝑖−1) = [. (14)

Then, the dwell time 𝜏 is drawn from (11).

Visited Location. To summarize, we choose neural network LSTM
to fit the parameters of the multinomial distribution and then gen-
erate the visited location from the multinomial distribution.

Similar to generating the probability distribution of the dwell
time, we model the probability distribution of the visited locations
𝑙𝑖 as follows:

𝑝 (𝑙𝑖 |𝑧1:𝑖 , 𝑠1:𝑖−1) = Ψ𝑙 (𝑧1:𝑖 , 𝑠1:𝑖−1), (15)

where Ψ𝑙 (𝑧1:𝑖 , 𝑠1:𝑖−1) indicates the visiting probability of each loca-
tion 𝑙 .
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Specifically, the hidden state ℎ𝑖 obtained in (12) is mapped by
an MLP to the relevant parameters of the multinomial distribution,
expressed as follows,

Ψ𝑙 = MLP\ (ℎ𝑖 ). (16)

The final obtained vector Ψ𝑙 (𝑧1:𝑖 , 𝑠1:𝑖−1) represents the propen-
sity of users to visit these locations, and the next location is selected
from the multinomial distribution with Ψ𝑙 (𝑧1:𝑖 , 𝑠1:𝑖−1) as the param-
eter.

Travel Time. In Section 3.2 we conclude that there are three
travel modes in the data by analyzing the density of travel distance
and travel time in the dataset. Based on this prior knowledge, our
travel time module is designed with three Gaussian distributions
corresponding to the three travel modes.

To model the correlation between the travel time ^𝑖 and the
origin 𝑙𝑖 , destination 𝑙𝑖+1, and distance 𝑑𝑖 , we use a neural network
to fit the parameters of each Gaussian distribution to generate
the travel time. Specifically, the embeddings of origin location 𝑙𝑖 ,
destination location 𝑙𝑖+1, and distance𝑑𝑖 as well as the hidden vector
ℎ𝑖 of LSTM in (12) are connected as follows:

𝐿𝑒𝑚𝑏
𝑖 = [𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑏

𝑖 ; 𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑏
𝑖+1 ;𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑏

𝑖 ;ℎ𝑖 ] . (17)

The networks are then fed into different MLP networks as fol-
lows: 

[`𝛼 ;𝜎𝛼 ] = MLP𝛼 (𝐿𝑒𝑚𝑏
𝑖

),
[`𝛽 ;𝜎𝛽 ] = MLP𝛽 (𝐿𝑒𝑚𝑏

𝑖
),

[`𝛾 ;𝜎𝛾 ] = MLP𝛾 (𝐿𝑒𝑚𝑏
𝑖

),
[𝛼 ; 𝛽 ;𝛾] = MLPb (𝐿𝑒𝑚𝑏

𝑖
),

(18)

where the first three MLP networks are utilized to fit parameters
corresponding to the travel time distribution of the three travel
modes, and the last MLP network is used to fit the weights [𝛼 ; 𝛽 ;𝛾]
corresponding to the three travel modes.

Therefore, the distribution of travel time is given by the following
equation:

𝑝 (^𝑖 |𝐿𝑒𝑚𝑏
𝑖 ) = 𝛼 ·N (^𝑖 |`𝛼 , 𝜎2𝛼 ) +𝛽 ·N (^𝑖 |`𝛽 , 𝜎2𝛽 ) +𝛾 ·N (^𝑖 |`𝛾 , 𝜎2𝛾 ),

(19)
At this point, all of our generationmodules have been introduced.

The generation module consists of three parts: dwell time, travel
time, and visited location, and we iterate in a loop based on the
generation network to generate the user’s movement sequence.

3.3.3 Optimization. The optimization target L𝑢 of User Vae is
expressed as follows:

L𝑢 =
∑︁
𝑢

L_,b (𝑠𝑢1:𝑁𝑢
)

=
∑︁
𝑢

𝑁𝑢∑︁
𝑖=1

𝐸𝑞b (𝑧𝑢𝑖 |𝑠𝑢1:𝑖 ) [log𝑝_ (𝑠
𝑢
𝑖 |𝑧

𝑢
1:𝑖 )]

− KL(𝑞b (𝑧𝑢𝑖 |𝑠1:𝑖 ) | |𝑝_ (𝑧)).

(20)

where 𝑁𝑢 denotes the number of records for user 𝑢 and 𝑠𝑢
𝑖
repre-

sents the 𝑖-th records for user 𝑢. 𝑧𝑢
𝑖
is the latent variable describing

the decision tendency of user 𝑢 corresponding to 𝑠𝑢
𝑖
.

The optimization target L𝑡 of Trajectory Vae is expressed as
follows:

L𝑡 =
∑︁
𝑢

L\,𝜙 (𝑠𝑢1:𝑁𝑢
)

=
∑︁
𝑢

𝑁𝑢∑︁
𝑖=1

𝐸𝑞𝜙 (𝑧𝑢
𝑖
|𝑠𝑢1:𝑖 ) [log𝑝\ (𝑠

𝑢
𝑖 |𝑧

𝑢
1:𝑖 )]

− KL(𝑞𝜙 (𝑧𝑢𝑖 |𝑠1:𝑖 ) | |𝑝\ (𝑧)) .

(21)

Given that joint optimizing two different VAE modules is chal-
lenging and may lead to worse performance, we first train the user
VAE with L𝑢 , and then we fix the parameters of user VAE and
further optimize the trajectory VAE with L𝑡 . Moreover, calculating
the integration in (20) and (21) is intractable in practice. In order
to solve this problem, following the common solution of the varia-
tional inference framework [18], we train the entire model using
the technique of reparameterization trick.

4 OFFLINE EVALUATION OF TRAJECTORY
GENERATION

4.1 Experimental Settings
4.1.1 Dataset. We conducted extensive experiments on two real-
world mobility datasets, which are the MME and ISP datasets.
• MME: The MME dataset is provided by the China Mobile Re-
search Institute. The mobility data in it contains a subscriber
volume of 10,000, with a primary spatial extent of Nanchang and
a time span of one week from May 18 to May 24, 2022. Each
mobility record in the MME dataset contains an anonymous user
id, timestamp, and cellular base station.

• ISP: The ISP dataset is collected through a partnership with a
major Internet Service Provider (ISP) in China. The mobility data
in it contains a volume of more than two million users, with a
primary spatial scope of Shanghai and a time span from April 19
to April 26, 2016. Each mobility record in the ISP dataset contains
an anonymous user id, timestamp, and cellular base station.

We preprocess the trajectory data of two datasets by filtering out
users who have less than 10 records per day. The preprocessing
for location involved mapping GPS points to pre-defined grid IDs
with a granularity of 30m × 30m. For the preprocessing of time,
we identified the dwell time and travel time using the Timegeo
algorithm [17]. This algorithm identifies stationary points from
GPS data points, allowing us to obtain the dwell time and travel
time in the dataset.

4.1.2 Metrics. We evaluate the extent and effectiveness of the
generated trajectories with the following five Metrics. i.e.Distance,
G-rank, Duration,Move, and Stay. We introduce the details of
metrics in Section A.1 of the Appendix.

4.1.3 Baselines. We compare the performance of our model with
five state-of-the-art baselines, i.e.TimeGEO [17], Semi-Markov [27],
Hawkes [4], LSTM [1], and MoveSim [12]. We introduce the de-
tails of baselines in Section A.2 of the Appendix.

4.1.4 Hyper-parameters Settings. As for the hyper-parameters set-
tings of our model, we set the embedding size of time and location
as 256 and set the user embedding size as 128. As for the encoder
and decoder, we set the latent size of RNN as 512. For the hidden
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Table 1: Performance comparisons on two mobility datasets, where bold denotes best (lowest) results and underline denotes the
second best results.

ISP MME
Distance G-Rank Duration Move Stay Distance G-Rank Duration Move Stay
(JSD) (JSD) (JSD) (JSD) (MSE×102) (JSD) (JSD) (JSD) (JSD) (MSE×102)

Semi-Markov 0.016 0.197 0.026 0.062 0.028 0.012 0.213 0.018 0.053 0.030
TimeGEO 0.013 0.685 0.023 0.055 0.030 0.017 0.691 0.035 0.049 0.038
Hawkes 0.159 0.241 0.037 0.157 0.041 0.136 0.189 0.032 0.051 0.040
LSTM 0.125 0.269 0.018 0.059 0.031 0.011 0.245 0.013 0.048 0.032
MoveSim 0.028 0.238 0.312 0.121 0.056 0.042 0.314 0.298 0.107 0.031
VOLUNTEER 0.010 0.221 0.012 0.048 0.024 0.008 0.217 0.009 0.041 0.023
Improv. 23.1% - 33.3% 12.7% 14.3% 27.2% - 30.7% 16.3% 23.3%

size of 𝑧, we set both the mean and variance sizes as 256. We set
dropout as 0.2, learning rate as 1e-5, and batch size as 8.

4.2 Experimental performance
4.2.1 Overall Performance. The performance of our models on the
ISP and MME datasets is shown in Table 1. Specifically, all our
experiments on the MME dataset are performed on the Jiutian Arti-
ficial Intelligence Platform. We can observe that our model achieves
the best performance in most of the usability metrics. Each of these
baselines has its own advantages. LSTM is able to restore the Du-
ration property well because it predicts time accurately enough,
while Movesim does not perform well in the metric of Duration
because Movesim requires a discrete-time input, while we finally
evaluate the performance of Duration when compared to a continu-
ous time distribution. Semi-Markov performs best on the metric of
Stay because this model is designed specifically to characterize the
distribution of dwell time, which utilizes prior knowledge to model
the strength of dwell time for Bayesian inference. The reason why
TimeGeo performs well in the metric of Move is that the design
mechanism of the model specifically considers the possibility of
exploration and explicitly simulates the circadian rhythm of human
mobility. The above describes the best-performing model in several
baselines, and our model is far superior to the best baseline in most
metrics.

The average performance difference between our proposed algo-
rithm and each baseline is around 20%, with our improvement in
the metric of Duration being particularly significant. The signifi-
cant improvement in Duration also demonstrates the effectiveness
of our model in the well-designed time module. The decoupling
of travel time and dwell time, as well as the ability to generate
continuous time distributions based on the variational temporal
point process, have helped us to model time efficiently. Overall,
our proposed model outperforms existing algorithms in most cases,
which demonstrates the superiority of our approach in synthesizing
human trajectories.

4.2.2 Ablation experiments. To assess the importance of the dif-
ferent components in our model, we perform an ablation study on
two mobility datasets, specifically by removing each component
from the full model. Without loss of generality, we only show the
results on the MME dataset. No-User means removing the user VAE
module and No-Travel means removing the travel time module. We
can observe from Table 2 that the performance of the knowledge

Table 2: Results of the ablation study in terms of different
metrics. Bold denotes the best (lowest) results.

Distance G-Rank Duration Move Stay
(JSD) (JSD) (JSD) (JSD) (MSE×102)

No-User 0.009 0.246 0.011 0.054 0.030
No-Travel 0.010 0.223 0.014 0.065 0.035
Our Model 0.008 0.217 0.009 0.041 0.023

(a) CDF of travel distance (b) CDF of stay duration

(c) Move (d) Stay

Figure 3: Performance visualization on ISP Dataset.

system becomes worse when an arbitrary module is removed. In
addition, we also find that the travel time module plays a key role
in improving the statistical metrics of time.

4.2.3 Visualization Analysis. In Figure 3, we have chosen the prob-
ability density function (PDF), the cumulative distribution function
(CDF), and the time curves for different metrics to visualize the
availability of our generated trajectories. From Figure 3(a) and Fig-
ure 3(b), we can observe that the CDF curves of our model and
the real trajectory for two metrics are closer. From Figure 3(c) and
Figure 3(d), we can observe that the trajectories generated by our
model have higher travel frequency during the daytime and longer
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(a) Heatmap of real residence

1

0.8 

0.6 

0.4 

0.2 

0

(b) Heatmap of generated residence
based on our model

(c) Heatmap of generated residence
based on Semi-Markov

(d) Heatmap of generated residence
based on MoveSim

Figure 4: Heatmap of the residence on MME dataset.

(a) Heatmap of real workplace (b) Heatmap of generated workplace
based on our model

(c) Heatmap of generated workplace
based on Semi-Markov

(d) Heatmap of generated workplace
based on MoveSim

Figure 5: Heatmap of the workplace on MME dataset.

average dwell time at night, which are in line with people’s daily
mobility patterns.

Figures 4 and 5 show the results of the generated visualization of
residence and workplace. In Figure 4, by comparing the differences
in the heatmap between the residence generated by our model,
Semi-Markov, Movsim, and the real residence, it can be observed
that the distribution of the residence generated by our model is
closest to the real ones. In particular, the residence generated by
our model satisfies the feature of less distribution of residence in
mountainous areas and the distribution of residence along rivers
on both sides, which is very close to the distribution in the real
world. Similarly, the heatmap of the working place also reflects the
same situation. This proves the effectiveness of our User VAE for
modeling residences and workplaces.

In Figures 6 and 7, we analyze the distribution of arrival and
stay time at the residence and workplace. It can find that the time
distribution of the generated trajectories is close to that of the real
trajectories, and both have the pattern of staying at the residence
for a long time in the morning and in the evening while staying at
the workplace during the day. This proves that our model captures
the regularity of human mobility and circadian rhythms well.

1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23
Arrival Time
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(a) Arrival time of real trajectories
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(b) Arrival time of generated trajecto-
ries
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(c) Stay time of real trajectories
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(d) Stay time of generated trajectories

Figure 6: Distribution of arrival and stay time at the resi-
dence.
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(a) Arrival time of real trajectories
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(b) Arrival time of generated trajecto-
ries
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(c) Stay time of real trajectories
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(d) Stay time of generated trajectories

Figure 7: Distribution of arrival and stay time at the work-
place.

5 APPLICATION EVALUATIONWITH
INDUSTRIAL SYSTEM

In this section, we introduce the deployment and practical appli-
cations of our model on the industrial system, Jiutian Artificial
Intelligence (AI) Platform.

5.1 System deployment
ChinaMobile is the largest wireless carrier in China, withmore than
950 million subscribers. Jiutian Artificial Intelligence (AI) Platform
is China Mobile’s self-developed AI innovation platform, providing
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(b) City B

Figure 8: Mobility prediction based on generated trajectories
from two cities of China.

open AI services from infrastructure to core capabilities. Jiutian Ar-
tificial Intelligence platform provides high-performance computing
power. It supports over a hundred AI capability services such as vi-
sion, speech, natural language processing, and network intelligence,
etc., which can meet the innovation needs of AI applications in
various fields. Our model has been deployed on the Jiutian Artificial
Intelligence platform to support network optimization and digital
twin applications, which realize the generation models for practical
downstream applications.

5.2 Applications of mobility prediction
We deployed our model on the Jiutian Artificial Intelligence plat-
form and further conduct the application of mobility prediction to
verify the effectiveness of our model. Specifically, we first collect
trajectory data from two cities (e.g. City A and City B) in China
via the Jiutian Artificial Intelligence platform. Then, we train the
model with the collected data and generate trajectory data. Next,
we train the prediction model of the Jiutian platform with both
the generated data and real-world data. Finally, we evaluate the
performance of mobility prediction on real trajectories. As we can
observe from Figure 8, our model clearly outperforms the other
two baselines for the online prediction task.

6 RELATEDWORK
Mobility trajectory generation. Existing mobility trajectory
generation methods can be divided into two categories. The first
category of methods generates a new trajectory based on an exist-
ing trajectory [6, 50]. That is, each generated trajectory corresponds
to a real-world human trajectory, which is regarded as the seed
trajectory. For example, Bindschaedler et al. [6] first project a real-
world trajectory into the semantic domain by transforming it to a
semantic trace, where each record represents a semantic class con-
taining a set of locations. Then, synthetic trajectories are generated
by replacing the semantic class of each record with the location sam-
pled from its location set. The other category of methods directly
generated trajectories from sampled noise without seed trajecto-
ries [12, 36, 48, 49]. For example, He et al. [13] mainly break down
the trajectory generation problem in a new city into three steps: 1)
transfer of travel intention, 2) origin-destination (OD) generation,
and 3) route generation. Jiang et al. [16] transfers urban human
mobility across cities via POI embedding. However, although these
methods can learn to generate more trajectories from a limited num-
ber of trajectories as the training set, they cannot control user-level
attributes, such as users’ homes and workplaces. Different from

them, our proposed method utilizes a two-layer VAE structure to
model the distribution of user-level attributes and the distribution
of mobility patterns of a specific user simultaneously.
Trajectory-based Applications. There are many important ap-
plications that are based on human mobility data. Wu et al. [43]
use user trajectories obtained from geotagged content posted on
social networks as a way to understand traffic dynamics. Xie et
al. [45] predict an individual’s next location and recommend appro-
priate points of interest based on historical trajectories. Wang et
al. [41] recommend spatial items by modeling and fusing sequential
influences, cyclical patterns, and personal interests. Yuan et al. [46]
design a context-aware location recommendation system that can
consider user, spatial, temporal, and activity aspects simultaneously.
These numerous trajectory-based applications show us the power-
ful potential of trajectory data, further demonstrating the need to
develop trajectory synthesizing models to generate higher-quality
trajectories.
Neural Temporal Point Process. In recent years, point-in-time
processes have been combined with new deep neural network tech-
niques [9, 29, 44, 47] to show outstanding performance in predicting
time series data. Du et al. [9] propose the recursively labeled time
point process (RMTPP), which uses a recurrent neural network
(RNN) to model the intensity function of the time point process.
Mehrasa et al. [28] propose Action Point Process VAE (APP-VAE),
which uses VAE combined with RNN to model action sequences
in videos. Pan et al. [31] combine VAE with point-in-time pro-
cesses to model sequence data. Instead, we focus on trajectory data,
which is different from general time-series data and has unique
characteristics, such as periodicity, regularity, or spatiotemporal
correlation.

7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose VOLUNTEER, which is a two-layer VAE
model that accurately captures the mobility characteristics of users
by using a variational temporal point process framework. VOLUN-
TEER can decouple dwell time and travel time, excels in modeling
more complex mobility patterns in trajectories, and is also gener-
alizable to datasets that mix multiple modes of travel. Extensive
experiments on real datasets show that the trajectories generated
by our model retain the statistical characteristics and usability of
real trajectories.

In the future, we intend to extend our framework to incorporate
semantic information such as functions of location or points of
interest visited by users in order to better understand the under-
lying motivation of users’ movement and achieve semantic-aware
trajectory generation.
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Figure 9: Performance visualization on MME Dataset.

A APPENDIX FOR REPRODUCIBILITY
A.1 Metrics
We need to evaluate the extent and effectiveness of the generated
trajectories in retaining the statistical characteristics of real trajec-
tories. The five evaluation metrics that we have chosen take into
account the measurement of temporal statistical characteristics as
well as spatial statistical characteristics and are described in detail
as follows:
• Distance: This is a metric of spatial statistical characteristics
to measure the distance between adjacent mobility records in a
trajectory.

• G-rank: This is a metric of spatial statistical characteristics to
measure the top visited frequency to different locations with
respect to all users.

• Duration: This is a metric of temporal statistical characteristics
to measure the time spent by users in different locations.

• Move: This is a metric of temporal statistical characteristics to
measure the visiting time of each mobility record.

• Stay: This is a metric of temporal statistical characteristics to
measure the correlation between average dwell time and visiting
time.

Specifically, the metrics of Distance, Location, G-rank, Duration,
and Move are expressed in terms of probability distributions. To
visually measure the similarity between the generated sequences
and the true sequences, we use the Jensen-Shannon scatter (JSD) to
measure their differences. Specifically, for two distribution 𝒑 and 𝒒,
the JSD between them can defined as:

JSD(𝒑, 𝒒) = 1
2
KL(𝒑 | |𝒑 + 𝒒

2
) + 1

2
KL(𝒒 | |𝒑 + 𝒒

2
), (22)

where KL(·| |·) is the Kullback-Leibler divergence. On the other
hand, the metric of Stay is not a probability distribution function
but comes from the average dwell time as a function of access time
in time units of minutes. Therefore, we use the mean squared error
(MSE) to measure their difference.

A.2 Baselines
We compare the performance of our model with five state-of-the-art
baselines, i.e. TimeGEO [17], Semi-Markov [27], Hawkes [4],
LSTM [1], and MoveSim [12].
• TimeGEO [17]: As amodel-based trajectory synthesizingmethod,
TimeGEO defines dwell rate, burst rate, and the weekly home-
based tour number to model the temporal choices and utilizes
the explore and preferential return (EPR) model [35] to model
the spatial choices.

• Semi-Markov [27]: In the Semi-Markov process, the dwell time
is modeled by the exponential distribution. Dirichlet prior and
gamma prior is used to model the transition matrix and the
intensity of the dwell time to implement a Bayesian inference.

• Hawkes [4]: Hawkes process is a widely used classical temporal
point process, where an occurred data point will influence the
intensity function of future points.

• LSTM [1]: This is a model that treats the predicted results as
a generated trajectory, specifically using an LSTM network to
predict the next location and time.

• MoveSim [12]: This is a generative adversarial framework that
incorporates the domain knowledge of human mobility regulari-
ties.

A.3 Additional Experiments
In Figure 9, for the MME dataset, we also choose the probability
density function (PDF), the cumulative distribution function (CDF),
and the time curves for different metrics to visualize the availability
of our generated trajectories.
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